Ectopic gene conversions in four Escherichia coli genomes: increased recombination in pathogenic strains.
We characterized the ectopic gene conversions in the genomes of the K-12 MG1655, O157:H7 Sakai, O157:H7 EDL933, and CFT073 strains of E coli. Compared to the three pathogenic strains, the K-12 strain has a much smaller number of gene families, its gene families contain fewer genes, and gene conversions are less frequent. Whereas the three pathogenic strains have gene conversions covering hundreds of nucleotides when their flanking regions have as little as 50% similarity, flanking region similarity of at least 94% on both sides of the converted region is required to observe conversions of more than 87 nucleotides in the K-12 strain. Recombination is therefore more frequent and requires less sequence similarity in the three pathogenic strains than in K-12. This higher recombination level might be due to mutations in some of their mismatch-repair genes. In contrast with the gene conversions present in the yeast genome, the gene conversions found in the E. coli genomes do not occur more frequently between duplicated genes that are close to one another than between duplicated genes that are far apart and are randomly distributed along the length of the genes. In E. coli, gene conversions are not more frequent near the origin of replication. However, they do occur more frequently near the terminus of replication of the Sakai genome, where multigene family members are more abundant. This suggests that, in E. coli, gene conversions occur randomly between genes located in different chromosomal locations or located on different copies of the multiple chromosomes found in E. coli cells.